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Every system is perfectly designed to 
get the results that it gets. 
– W. E. DEMINGS

SCUSD CORE VALUE 
We recognize that our system is 
inequitable by design and we 
vigilantly work to confront and 
interrupt inequities that exist to 
level the playing field and 
provide opportunities for 
everyone to learn, grow and 
reach their greatness.

SCUSD GUIDING 
PRINCIPLE
All students are given 
an equal opportunity to graduate 
with the greatest number of 
postsecondary choices 
from the widest array of options
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Acronym Glossary 

MTSS = Multi-Tiered System of Supports 
LCAP = Local Control Accountability Plan
HQI = High Quality Instruction
CAC = Community Advisory Committee
CDE = California Department of Education
LEA = Local Education Agency 
CCEIS = Comprehensive Coordinated Early Intervening Services 
SELPA = Special Education Local Plan Area



State Performance 
Plan Indicators
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Adjust the Focus
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Intersectionality 
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Continuous Improvement Cycle
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LEAD Department Goals

Launch proactive systemic data-based decision making

Empower through adult professional learning & coaching

Accelerate Instruction & Learning 

Deepen understanding in order to implement MTSS
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Greater 
Transparency
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● Website Revisions

● Special Education 
Continuous 
Improvement Dashboard
○ Visitors will be able to 

access metrics 
monitored four key areas.

www.scusd.edu/special-education
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https://www.scusd.edu/special-education


Comprehensive Coordinated 
Early Intervening Services 

(CCEIS) Plan



Areas of Significant Disproportionality

The California Department of Education (CDE) has identified 
certain local educational agencies (LEAs) as significantly 
disproportionate based on race or ethnicity with respect to 
the identification of children with disabilities; the 
identification of children in specific disability categories; the 
placement of children with disabilities in particular 
educational settings; or the incidence, duration, and type of 
disciplinary actions, including suspensions and expulsions.
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Areas of Significant Disproportionality

Indicator/Element Race/Ethnicity/Disability Category

9 African American/ Emotional Disturbance/ Discipline (Greater 
than 10 days)

10 African American/ Emotional Disturbance
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Programmatic Improvement Process
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Programmatic Improvement Process
Phase I: Getting Started

The first phase of the Program Improvement 
Process involves forming a leadership team, 
convening a CCEIS Team, engaging in technical 
assistance, choosing a facilitator for guidance 
through the improvement process and gathering 
relevant data for analysis.

SCUSD has developed a multi-departmental & 
systemwide collaborative team 
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Programmatic Improvement Process
Phase II: Data Discovery & Root Cause

Phase II activities are focused on engaging in 
a programmatic self-assessment process to 
reveal the root cause(s) of disproportionality, 
and planning for implementation of 
Coordinated Early Intervening Services (CEIS) 
that address the root cause(s) identified.

SCUSD focused on discipline data across 
multiple years. 
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Addressing the Root Causes of 
Disparities in School Discipline
Trends: Number of Incidences
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bn5pvxBu0xtJ4ZDe7EVA0NLypxX9MvrX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bn5pvxBu0xtJ4ZDe7EVA0NLypxX9MvrX/view?usp=sharing


Programmatic Improvement Process
Phase III: Planning for improvement

Phase III activities are focused on using the root 
cause analysis to review and, if warranted, revise 
the policies, practices and procedures related to 
significant disproportionality. LEAs use the root 
causes identified to inform create the 
programmatic improvement action plan to 
increase equity and decrease disproportionality 
in their schools.
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Phase III
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Programmatic Improvement Process
Phase IV: Implementing, Evaluating and Sustaining

Phase IV activities are focused on 
implementing, evaluating, and sustaining the 
changes initiated through the Programmatic 
Improvement Action Plan.

SCUSD CCEIS team will meet quarterly to 
review specifically identified discipline data to 
evaluate and sustain successful 
implementation of Improvement Plan. 
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Thank you!


